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Abstract 

 

Background: Among patients with T0-2 N3 head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC), 

those undergoing upfront neck dissection have better oncological outcomes. However, there 

is no consensual definition of disease resectability of N3 nodes, leading to major treatment 

attrition and interpretation biases between studies. We established a Delphi method-based 

consensus to define resectability and impact on decision-making for upfront neck dissection 

in N3 patients.  

Methods: The Delphi method was designed as recommended by the French Haute Autorite 

de Sante among head and neck surgeons from university hospitals and cancer centers, using 

a 24-item questionnaire. Strong and relative agreements were subsequently established, and 

recommendations were written. The resulting recommendations were assessed by 30 

independent surgeons. 

Results: N3 nodes with intraparenchymal brain invasion, foramen invasion, skull base erosion, 

nodes requiring bilateral XIIth cranial nerve sacrifice, retropharyngeal N3 node or a node above 

the plan of soft palate are major contraindications to neck dissection. When neck dissection 

requires unilateral sacrifice of the IXth or Xth or XIIth cranial nerves or cervical nerve roots, 

upfront neck dissection may be performed, based on a case-by-case assessment of other 

patient and tumor estimates.  

Conclusion: Consensual contraindications to neck dissection in patients with T0-2 N3 HNSCC 

were defined among French head and neck surgeons as concerns skull base invasion, 

retropharyngeal nodes and bilateral XIIth cranial nerve sacrifice. This consensus should allow 

more reliable comparisons between surgical and non-surgical strategies in N3 patients.  
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Background 

In patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC), bulky N3 nodes are 

associated with a high risk of regional relapse and distant failure. When bulky nodal disease is 

associated with a small primary (T1-2) or an unknown primary (T0), the prognosis is mostly 

related to nodal disease [1–3]. Consequently, strategies vary between concurrent 

chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) or induction chemotherapy versus upfront neck dissection 

depending on initial nodal presentation [4–6]. Patients with N3 disease who undergo upfront 

neck dissection have better locoregional outcomes than non-operated patients (with 

unavoidable intrinsic biases), albeit at the price of increased morbidity. While neck dissection 

may be recommended based on these data, neck dissection practice is highly variable among 

institutions and is an important confounding factor in the interpretation of studies evaluating 

surgical or non-surgical strategies in patients with bulky nodal disease. Such variability is at 

least partially due to variable appreciation of nodal resectability, i.e. the capacity to remove 

the nodes to yield worthy oncologic outcomes, compared to non-surgical options, while 

assuring reasonable postoperative morbidity using reconstructive surgery. Neck dissection in 

N3 disease is usually radical or modified radical but additional critical structures can be 

involved, such as the internal carotid artery, the X or XIIth cranial nerves or skull base, which 

may require extended radical neck dissection. Consensus regarding N3 neck dissection with 

implicit integration of technical resection possibilities, oncologic prognosis, potential 

morbidity and reconstruction possibilities both functionally and aesthetically is lacking [7,8]. 

We aimed at establishing a national consensus among French head and neck surgeons for 

neck dissections in patients with T0-2 N3 squamous cell carcinoma, using the Delphi method 

as recommended by the French Haute Autorité de Santé.  

Material and methods 

A steering committee convened by the GETTEC “Groupe Français des Tumeurs de la Tête et 

du Cou” was tasked with identifying the critical clinical and imaging criteria when managing 

the neck in cases of bulky N3 nodes associated with an early primary T stage (T0-2). Our 

guidelines were established according to a two-round Delphi method [9,10]. Delphi was 

specifically designed for first-line patients who had never previously received radiotherapy. A 

rating committee of 15 experts in head and neck surgery, from university hospitals and 

comprehensive cancer centers, was set up. A 24-item questionnaire was created by the 



steering committee. Each expert had to rate each proposal between 1 and 9 (1: totally 

disagrees; 9: totally agrees). After the first round, strong positive and negative agreements 

emerged (Table 1). For the other items without consensus, the steering committee provided 

an anonymized summary of the experts' forecasts from the previous round as well as the 

reasons they provided for their judgments. The rating committee had to revise their early 

rating in lights of the replies of the other experts. After this second round, strong and relative 

agreements emerged (Table 2). Recommendations were evaluated by an independent reading 

committee composed of 30 head and neck cancer surgeons and accepted if 90% of the reading 

group agreed on the recommendation. 

 

Results 

The decision to perform neck dissection relies on patient parameters (age, comorbidities, 

anaesthetic scores, ASA score, to estimate surgical and postoperative risks), tumor 

parameters (involvement of adjacent structures) and outcome-related parameters (oncologic 

outcomes including prognosis, anticipated quality of resection, and functional recovery 

including potential for reconstructive surgery and prosthetic / physical rehabilitation). The 

complexity of this multilevel assessment results in some variability in the final decision of neck 

dissection.  

Our Delphi consensus methodology was able to achieve strong agreement in 13 out of 24 

clinical situations, relative agreement in 3 and no consensus in 8.  

A strong agreement was immediately achieved for three contraindications to neck dissection: 

intracranial intraparenchymal brain invasion, invasion of skull base foramen or bilateral 

sacrifice of the XIIth cranial nerve. Strong agreement was achieved after a second round of 

quotation for contraindication to a neck dissection in cases of skull base erosion, even limited 

to the cortical bone, because of the risk of microvascular spread and the high probability of 

incomplete resection.  

Strong agreement in favor of neck dissection was achieved in cases of unilateral sacrifice of 

either the IXth or Xth or XIIth cranial nerve or cervical nerve roots. In contrast, there was no 

consensus for or against neck dissection when sacrifice of both the ipsilateral Xth and the XIIth 

cranial nerve was needed. Some experts considered it unreasonable to increase morbidity and 

decrease quality of life (difficulties to recover normal oral nutrition). Others considered that a 

functional treatment with vocal fold medialization could help maintain good quality of life.  



A retropharyngeal N3 node was considered a contraindication to neck dissection (strong 

agreement). There was relative agreement against neck dissection in cases of a lateral N3 

node associated to a retropharyngeal node above the plan of the soft palate. There was no 

consensus about neck management in cases of an operable lateral N3 node associated with a 

retropharyngeal node under the level of the soft palate. Some experts considered it 

unreasonable to significantly increase morbidity with a surgical treatment. There was relative 

agreement against neck dissection when sacrifice of the prevertebral muscles or fascia would 

be needed. 

There was a strong agreement in favor of neck dissection in cases of cutaneous invasion 

requiring a locoregional flap or relative agreement when needing a free flap. 

Extracapsular invasion associated with N3 nodes should not be considered as a 

contraindication to neck dissection (strong agreement). Nor should invasion of infrahyoid 

muscles be considered as a contraindication to neck dissection (strong agreement). 

In cases of continuity between an oropharyngeal primary or a primary of the oral cavity and a 

cervical N3 node, there was no consensus in favor or against neck dissection. Some experts 

contraindicated neck dissection because of the probability of invasion of the parapharyngeal 

spaces. Continuity between a hypopharyngeal or laryngeal primary and a N3 neck node was 

not considered as an obstacle to neck dissection (relative agreement). 

Internal carotid artery encasement over 270° without dissection plan on imaging was a 

contraindication to neck dissection (relative agreement). There was no consensus on use of a 

carotid bypass if carotid invasion was circumferential or more localized without a dissection 

plan. There was no consensus for neck dissection regardless of the degree of involvement, 

even in the presence of a dissection plan (Figure 1). 

Discussion 

The current study was conducted according to validated Delphi consensus methodology [10]. 

Strong agreement was achieved for most situations, either in favor of or against a neck 

dissection, depending on the involvement of given structures and expected oncologic and 

functional outcomes. Accurate description of resectability criteria should be possible in the 

future using this consensus. This may contribute to better, less biased assessment of the pros 

and cons of neck dissection versus non-surgical strategies. Several studies have compared 

oncological outcomes in patients with N3 bulky nodes between neck dissection and CCRT [11]. 



One of the more important biases in these studies was the lack of comparability between 

patients according to therapeutic strategies: operated patients had more favorable tumor 

characteristics, including resectable N3 nodes.  

The methodology used in this study made it possible to obtain a reliable consensus between 

experts. Consensual contraindications were mainly related to oncological arguments and 

concerned extensions to the skull base, the retropharyngeal and prevertebral region and the 

internal carotid artery. In many tumors, intracerebral invasion is considered as an important 

criteria against surgical treatment [12–14]. Our experts also considered parenchymal invasion, 

skull base erosion, even limited, and skull base foramen invasion as strong criteria against neck 

dissection. In patients with intracranial invasion, achieving complete resection without 

residual microscopic disease seems unlikely. In these situations, upfront chemoradiotherapy 

should be indicated.  

For N3 nodes and nodes of any size above the soft palate, oncologic outcomes and morbidity 

were arguments against neck dissection. Requiring transcervical, transparotid, and 

transmandibular retropharyngeal neck dissection, these nodes can provide potentially serious 

surgical morbidities and complications.  

Vascular involvement in head and neck cancer is a marker for poor survival [15]. The definition 

of carotid vessel encasement per radiographic imaging and management depending on 

carotid involvement is less consensual between cancer centers. A retrospective study by Pons 

et al. showed that a combination of carotid artery deformation, encasement of more than 180 

degrees of the carotid perimeter, and segmental obliteration of the fat between the node and 

the carotid artery were highly predictive of massive invasion of the carotid artery. The isolated 

existence of encasement of more than 180 degrees or segmental obliteration of fat could not 

strictly indicate massive invasion of the carotid artery, and neck dissection with carotid artery 

dissection could be planned [16]. For our panel of head and neck French cancer surgeons, 

artery involvement over 270° without dissection plan was a major contraindication to neck 

dissection. Surgical treatment using a carotid bypass letting the carotid invasion be 

circumferential or more localized without dissection plan was an area of controversy and 

could not be solved. For the majority of the experts, initial tumor resection involving the 

carotid artery should not be performed because surgical treatment with dissection or 

resection – bypass of the internal or common carotid artery usually leads to poor oncological 

outcomes [17,18]. Postoperative chemoradiation can also complicate bypass results with 



stenosis or breaking. A resection-bypass of the internal carotid artery should be 

contraindicated in general but may be discussed on a case-by-case basis in young patients 

without comorbidities. A multicentric study comparing oncological outcomes and morbidity 

depending on degree of carotid encasement seems necessary. 

Consensual contraindications can also be linked to functional and quality of life arguments: 

such as sacrifice of the XIIth cranial nerves bilaterally. As regards neck dissection necessitating 

sacrifice of the Xth and the XIIth cranial nerve homolaterally, consensus could not be achieved, 

seemingly because of various expectation among experts for reconstructive surgery and 

rehabilitation.  

A potential limitation of this study is that it was conducted only in French cancer centers. 

International validation would increase the reliability of the consensus. Additionally, we may 

have omitted pertinent clinical situations where N3 neck dissection may significantly influence 

prognosis. In cases of salvage surgery, the decision to perform neck dissection and its 

contraindications would be somewhat different. The steering committee would probably 

modify the functional and aesthetic impairment limits to increase the oncologic outcomes.  

While these recommendations apply to a standard patient, they may be discussed on a case-

by-case scenario during multidisciplinary committees to take into account individual clinical 

characteristics.  

 

Conclusion 

High levels of consensus on the N3 resectability could be obtained using a Delphi consensus 

depending on the involvement of given structures, accounting for estimates of postoperative 

oncological and functional risks as well as quality of life. Maintaining quality of life must be 

central to the therapeutic strategy. Refinement of these criteria should be useful for future 

N3 studies in view of achieving better assessment of the impact of strategies using neck 

dissection or not. 
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Table 1: Judgment accepted after the first round, depending on median value and distribution 

of quotes. 

Proposal judged Median value Distribution 

of responses 

Subjected to the 

second round 

Appropriate Strong agreement ≥ 7 All the quotes 

between  

[7- 9] 

No, 

recommendation 

accepted 

Relative agreement ≥ 7 All the quotes 

between  

[5- 9] 

Yes 

Inappropriate Strong agreement ≤ 3 All the quotes 

between  

[1- 3] 

No, 

recommendation 

rejected 

Relative agreement ≤ 3.5 All the quotes 

between  

[1- 5] 

Yes 

Uncertain Indecision All the quotes 

between  

[4- 6.5] 

Yes 

Lack of consensus ≥ 7 At least one 

quote < 5 

Yes 

≤ 3.5 At least one 

quote > 5 

Yes 



Table 2: Conditions for agreement between experts and accepted judgment, depending on 

median value and distribution of quotes. 

 

 

Proposal judged Median value Distribution of responses 

Appropriate Strong agreement ≥ 7  [7- 9] 

Relative agreement ≥ 7  [5- 9] 

Inappropriate Strong agreement ≤ 3  [1- 3] 

Relative agreement ≤ 3.5  [1- 5] 

 

For a group of 9 to 15 experts, analysis in the second round tolerates, exclusion of a missing 

value or a value opposite that of the majority of the group. 

 

 

  



Figure 1: Diagram summarizing contraindications to neck dissection in patients with T0-2 N3 

HNSCC 

CA: carotid artery 

Strong agreement 

- Intracranial intraparenchymal extension (1)

- Invasion of skull base foramen (2)

- Skull base erosion (2)

- Sacrifice of the XIIth cranial nerve bilaterally (3)

- Retropharyngeal N3 node (4)

- Invasion of prevertebral muscles or fascia (5)

Relative agreement 

- Retropharyngeal node above the plan of soft palate (6)

- Encasement more than 270° of the internal carotid artery without dissection plan

on imaging (7)




